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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Sustainable electricity power supply is crucial especially for less populated rural area.
Micro hydropower generation in rural area is important in providing electricity especially
in off-grid electricity area. This study aims to predict and harness power from micro
hydropower generation through conical gravitational water vortex turbine (GWVT) via
SOLIDWORKS flow simulation. Conical GWVT under study was designed as fully enclosed
system with conical turbine basin. Two different turbine orientations were simulated i.e.,
vertical and horizontal at different blade angle designs i.e., 25°, 45°, 75°, 90°, and 120°
and with different number of blades i.e., 8, 12, and 18 while forces were harnessed at
tangential (z-axis) direction. The simulation results showed that it was possible to run and
produce force from conical GWVT design in a fully enclosed system. It was found that
vertical turbine orientation produced a slightly higher force than horizontally orientated
turbine, using 12 runner blades at 90° angles where the distributed forces were 15.31N
and 14.12N respectively, at tangential (z-axis) direction. The results are useful to predict
turbine’s torque for small capacity micro hydropower electricity generation prior to
actual conical GWVT set up, in rural area, to minimise cost implication and construction
issues.
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1. Introduction
Progress in economy of a country is highly influenced by developments in sustainable energy
supply as part of their macroeconomics approach [1]. Power source attribution in Malaysia was found
to be 88.4% from fossil fuel and 11.4% from hydropower [2]. This shows that Malaysia still heavily
relies on conventional fossil fuel resources as their main power source. As a fast-developing country,
it seems synonymous to observe the energy demand increases in parallel with the country’s
developments. Presently in Malaysia, electricity generation capacity installed is 30 gigawatt and the
monthly average electricity demand is kept at maximum 17,000 megawatt, also known as the
demand barrier [3].
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Issues on the lack of rural electrification in Malaysia, especially in Sarawak and Sabah are yet to
be fully resolved. Virtually, as observed through image segmentation and regional technique, about
1623 locations in Sarawak had to settle without electricity [4]. The fraction of electricity coverage in
rural areas of Sarawak and Sabah is around 79% compared to 99.62% in Peninsular Malaysia [5]. From
the tens of thousands of schools in Malaysia, 809 of them are still not equipped with on-grid
electricity supply and most of the power supply are from diesel generators, mostly in Sarawak and
Sabah. If the power connection is not immediately resolved, the problem may persist for another five
to ten years times [6]. Sarawak holds roughly 2.77 million population and made up 40% of Malaysia’s
land, about 124,450 km2 in 2017 according to Department of Statistics Malaysia (DOSM) [7]. The state
of Sarawak has 1.1 million people living in the rural areas. From the study by Khengwee et al., [8], the
number of households not having electricity access for a continuous 24 hours per day in 2014 to 2016
was estimated at 41,004.
Recent studies indicate mini hydros are the most promising efficient renewable energy approach
in Malaysia compared to wind energy [9]. With the abundance of renewable energy resources in
Malaysia, a hybrid system is a likely candidate for electrification in off-grid rural areas [10]. Up to
now, nearly 300 rural settlements in Sarawak are supplied by solar-diesel hybrid mini-grids, solar
home systems or mini-hydro power plants [11]. Renewable energy is an element of limitless source
and some of the major examples are wind, solar, biomass, hydropower, and tidal energies [12].
Among these energy sources, hydropower is considered as having a high potential in Malaysia as the
country is rich with flowing rivers, about 50 of them are in Sabah and Sarawak and 150 in Peninsular
Malaysia [13]. Sarawak being the largest state in Malaysia is blessed with a coastline stretching over
800 km throughout the northwest coast of Borneo [14]. The abundance of rivers gave rise to potential
electricity generation especially micro hydropower installations for rural areas. There is a total of 149
potential micro hydropower in Malaysia at 50m head and above [15]. In Sabah and Sarawak, the
potential of micro hydropower for 3182 kW and 6317 kW power supply were studied at 18 and 22
sites, respectively [5]. Sarawak’s river abundance provides good opportunity for micro hydropower
setup at 22 potential sites [15]. Thus, a study on hydropower turbine could aid the state to properly
harness the energy from the natural resources.
Turbines are classified into impulse and reaction turbine. Enclosed type turbine is called reaction
turbine, usually achieved through a pressure casing [16]. Power is generated from the mutual action
of water trajectory and pressure. Francis turbine is one of the most prominent reaction turbines [17].
This turbine is designed with radial flow runner and some are equipped with a mix of axial flow runner
in maximising energy harness [18]. The hydraulic efficiency of Francis turbine can reach 96% at their
best operating point [19]. However, the efficiency drops in off-design conditions are mostly due to
inlet’s incidence losses or spin losses from outlet, etc.
The gravitational water vortex turbine (GWVT) design is a type of micro hydro turbine that falls
under the impulse turbine category [20] where it involves an artificially induced free surface vortex
(FSV) [17]. The basic operating principle of this turbine is that energy is harnessed from a free vortex
developed in the centre of the basin. The vortex is created by introducing water tangentially into a
circular basin with an orifice outlet positioned in the centre [21]. Energy is then harvested from the
vortex by the turbine’s runner [22]. It operates through axial shaft just like the Kaplan turbine by
utilizing the swirl flow to produce power [23]. GWVT is classified as a micro hydro turbine as its power
output does not exceed 100 kW [24]. An illustration of cylindrical GWVT design taken from a review
by Rahman et al., [22] and conical GWVT design is illustrated in Figure 1 below [25].
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(a) Cylindrical Casing

(b) Conical Casing

Fig. 1. The conventional GWVT operates by introducing free surface vortex
flow via open channel tangentially into the turbine casing/basin, where there
are two types of design a) Cylindrical and b) Conical GWVT design

Conventional GWVT design calls for free surface vortex as its inlet requirement which confines
the turbine operation to be mostly in upright position [17]. Nonetheless, a penstock inlet design may
provide higher efficiency to the turbine by understanding the core requirements of inlet such as
matching nozzle with runner design for efficient conversion of head to kinetic energy [26]. A crossflow turbine, for example, depends on nozzle entry arc to maximise its tangential velocity towards
runner blade [27]. Thus, blade configuration is essential in harnessing power from water flow. Besides
blade design, other blade configurations such as blade angle and number of blades are important in
influencing its efficiency in extracting power from the water flow. Some internal parameters such as
the vortex angle at blade’s inlet and relative flow angle at blade’s exit are inter-related [28]. As the
number of blade increases, the rotational velocity decreases, thus increasing axial velocity of water
and ultimately reducing turbine’s efficiency [28]. The study by Sritram and Suntivarakorn [29] in 2019
tested different number of blades ranging from 2 to 7 and found that 5 blades produced the highest
torque as it provides the best distance between blades for her GWVT setting. In a mixed flow turbine,
one of the most important attributes to take into account is the tangential velocity of the flow which
can be converted into mechanical energy [30]. A runner blade produces torque via tangential force
acting upon it which is needed to produce power [31]. Torque is considered one of the key
performance parameters in analysing a turbine [32]. Thus, identifying tangential force in determining
possible torque outcome is crucial.
Sritram and Suntivarakorn [33] found out that efficiency of cylindrical GWVT was better than
using undershot water wheel under the same inlet conditions. Meanwhile, conical GWVT designed
by Dhakal et al., [34] produced higher efficiency compared to cylindrical GWVT when both designs
are in upright orientation however carried out a study on enclosed GWVT using a cylindrical basin
design and found that horizontal operation is feasible [35]. The turbine was designed to harness
power from the river flow. Three types of runner blades were tested namely Michel-Banki, single
helical and double helical runner blades where the Michel- Banki runner blade produced the best
power output, tested at 0.079 m3/s, 0.087 m3/s and 0.102 m3/s of flowrate. The blade configuration
in terms of design was tested to identify best power output. Therefore, this study proposes to
simulate GWVT turbine using conical design with different runner blade numbers and angles.
Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) can be carried out using different types of software to study
fluid flow and one of them is SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation [36]. The SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation
applies Navier-Stokes equations in their solver, which are derived formulation from momentum,
mass and energy conservation laws [37]. The lack of simulation study done prior to the actual turbine
fabrication have seen complex high internal and external resistance arise. Furthermore, ZarateOrrego et al., [35] also suggested that the aid of numerical simulation can improve vortex flow. Thus,
a simulation study on enclosed GWVT using SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation is one of the possible
methods used in observing the flow trends inside the turbine and calculating the force harnessed by
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the runner blades. SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation can calculate both laminar and turbulent flow
problems. As turbulence flow has a random and inconsistent nature, to estimate turbulent flows
SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation uses Favre-averaged Navier-Stokes equations where time-averaged
effects towards flow turbulence (flow parameters) are considered. By using this method, terms such
as Reynolds stresses appear in the equations. This requires additional information to be provided.
SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation uses transport equations associated with turbulent kinetic energy and
its dissipation rate, using the k-ε mode [37].
Based on the studies mentioned, there is a limited study focussing on GWVT design in fully
enclosed system with conical basin. Therefore, the potential of force produced using GWVT design
in fully enclosed system with conical basin will be simulated and studied using SOLIDWORKS flow
simulation. A CFD analysis using SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation package will be used during this study
to predict the force distribution and power produced from the turbine. The novel design calculation
is mainly based on a conical body design following GWVT rule of thumb to be 0.3 of outer diameter
and operating principle of Francis turbine where flow enters in a radial manner. Thus, this study aims
to simulate the conical GWVT in a fully enclosed system as reaction turbine for efficient force
production with different parameter manipulated i.e., turbine orientation, blade angles design, and
number of blades. The best design and configuration produced are crucial to better understand the
actual set up of GWVT in minimising the cost and implied problems.
2. Numerical Setup
The proposed simulation design of the turbine in this study was based on conical GWVT where
unlike other GWVTs, this system was modified and done as a fully enclosed system. The selected inlet
design is 0.057m diameter pipe without nozzle. Since the runner blade design is yet to be optimised,
the selection of inlet pipe is based on general penstock diameter at 0.057m. The conical design was
based on 0.3 diameter (0.3D) ratio of the total diameter as suggested by Sreerag et al., (2016). This
version of modified conical GWVT, unlike the conventional GWVT, allows it to operate in both upright
and horizontal positions. This is important to identify which orientation will produce more force
during simulation before carrying out further analysis. The force measured in this simulation was
based on 12 blades design and positioned at different blade angles i.e., 25°, 45°, 75°, 90°, and 120°.
After the optimum produced force using the best blade angle was identified, the force calculation
was further simulated using different number of blades i.e., 8 and 18 blades. In this study, only force
at tangential direction (Z-axis) was calculated. Prior to simulation, processor e.g., meshing,
computational domain setting, goals identification as well as detailed turbine geometry, and blade
angle specifications were conducted, with the explanation as follows.
2.1 Pre-Processor Settings
The CFD software used in this study was SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation software. Flow simulation
is an additional plug in for the SOLIDWORKS software. Firstly, in the project wizard, internal analysis
was selected since the fluid flow was located inside the geometry. Water was selected as the
operating fluid in the pre-processor. Then, the k-epsilon model was selected as the turbulence model
as it was suitable for identifying the effects on a surface. Finally, flowrate was set at 0.01 m 3/s
throughout the study. The head of the turbine was identified by converting inlet pressure to head
which is 10.5m. The details of the turbine boundary condition are explained in turbine geometry
specifications in Section 2.2.
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The consistency of the results was optimized by refining the grid size. A grid independent test was
carried out to identify the best possible grid size to ensure consistent simulation results where the
grid number tested were up to 227,478.

Fig. 2. Global meshing display of turbine by
Cartesian meshing

The computational domain was then positioned to a location of study in the turbine i.e., inlet,
penstock, turbine casing, blade angle, and outlet. After all the relevant parts have been identified,
the border of the computational domain was then defined as shown in Figure 3. This is to resolve the
pressure and velocity concerns at each part of the domain.

Fig. 3. Computational domain of interest
resized to encapsulate turbine

In this SOLIDWORKS framework, it is important to specify the global goals (GG) and surface goals
(SG) to ensure the solver will calculate the targeted parameters at the end of the calculation. The GG
was set for average total pressure and average total velocity. The surface goal (SG) set was force,
where the forces were at X, Y, and Z-axis. Total force was chosen as the parameter to run Grid
Independent Test and force at Z-axis (tangential force) for the analysis. The setting of GG and SG
which were specified in the solver is shown in Figure 4. It is important to minimise the number goals
to suit the study’s relevant parameters only so that we can reduce computational time taken.
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Fig. 4. Global goals (GG) and Specified Goals
(SG) selected in the solver

2.2 Turbine Geometry Specifications
There were 9 main components of the turbine as specified in Figure 5. The detailed turbine
geometry design specification is as stipulated in Table 1.
The size and dimension setup were chosen to meet a 10 kW size turbine while being paired to a
low speed permanent-magnetic synchronous generator (PMG) [38].
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Inlet
Outlet

8
3
9

2
5

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of GWVT with numbered labels
Table 1
Turbine geometry specification
Item No.
1

Parts
Shaft

2

Inlet

3

Draft tube
(outlet)
Motorside
Cover
Runner

4
5

Specifications
Lshaft = 500 mm
Øshaft= 50 mm
Øinlet= 57 mm

Item No.
6

8

Parts
Long Sleeve
(Discharge side)
Short Sleeve
(Motorside)
Bolts

Specifications
ØS1 = 50 mm
LS1 = 140 mm
Øinner = 50 mm
LS2 = 10 mm
Øbolt = 10 mm

Øoutlet = 100 mm
Ømotor = 450 mm

9

Cone Body

Øcone = 330 mm

7

ØRB = 280 mm
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2.3 Turbine Orientation
Figure 6 shows two orientations of the turbine which are a) vertical and b) horizontal to be tested
in the simulation. The orientation of the turbine is significant to ensure actual setup will be feasible
for implementation. For vertical orientation, the gravity of the CFD analysis will be at (+X) direction
while horizontally the gravity will be at (–Y) direction. The optimum force produced is when the fluid
acts towards blade. The blade was fitted into a 50mm shaft before being connected to the motor so
that the movement of the blade is converted to mechanical shaft rotation.

(a) Vertical orientation

(b) Horizontal orientation

Fig. 6. Two orientations of the turbine categorized as a) Vertical and b) Horizontal
orientation Blade Angle Specification

2.4 Blade Angle Specification
Figure 7 shows five schematic diagrams of rectangular blade designs and their detailed
specifications are as stipulated in Table 2. Twelve blades were used in this simulation at different
angles of 25°, 45°, 75°, 90°, and 120°. The runner blade was placed below the mouth of inlet which is
located 50 mm from the turbine flat lid. The blade was axially located in the centre of the turbine.

Fig. 7. Runner blade angles designed at angles of 25°, 45°, 75°, 90° and 120°
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Table 2
Specifications of runner blade angle
Item
Runner Blade diameter
Runner Blade width
Runner Blade Angle, α
Number of blades, Z

Specification
280mm
50mm
25°, 45°, 75°, 90° and 120°
12

2.5 Number of Blades
Figure 8 shows three different number of blades used in this simulation i.e., 8 and 18 blades,
tested after using 12 blades. The number of blades is important to identify possible output force
produced when in contact with water from inlet section. Blade numbers affect the blade gap between
each blade; thus, it is crucial to know the best number of blades which can produce the largest surface
area of contact when water enters the turbine. As the number of blade increases, the gap between
each blade decreases.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Two number of blades design a) 8 blades, b) 12 blades and c) 18 blades

2.6 Data Analysis (Post-Processing)
After running the simulation, SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation is able to come out with converged
data such as force, velocity and pressure results. This result is further supported with visual results
like velocity contour and flow trajectory for us to understand the pattern of water flow inside the
casing of the turbine and reactions as it come in contact with runner blade. The data analysis process
is consistently used in determining optimum turbine orientation, runner blade angle and number of
runner blades which produced highest force as discussed in Section 3.
3. Results and Discussion
The consistency of the results was determined through a series of repeated tests to determine
accurate settings prior to the experimental simulation on turbine orientation and number of blades.
Each result is visualised through cut plot of flow velocity.
3.1 Meshing Analysis
Figure 9 shows the grid independent test which identified 113,273 grids as the best result able to
stabilise with respect to the force results at 227,478 grids. There were minimal fluctuations observed
between grid number 113,273 and 227,478 for force computation. The computational time for the
113,273 grid was approximately 6 hours per results. With this information, the pre-setting on the
number of grids required was developed to solve for GG and SG, consistently.
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Fig. 9. Grid independent test (GIT) on force produced by number of
grids up to 227,478 grids

3.2 Total Tangential Forces (Z-axis) Produced at Different Turbine Orientations and Blade Angles

Tangential Force (N)

In a mixed flow turbine, tangential velocity is one of the velocity components in water that can
be extracted as energy and converted to mechanical energy [30]. A study by Sreerag et al., [25] had
focused on maximizing the tangential components of flow in conical GWVT turbine setup by varying
turbine geometry. Identifying tangential force (Z-axis) in a radial type turbine is crucial as it heavily
contribute to torque produced at the shaft. In this study, the overall tangential force harnessed by
the runner blade is denoted as force Z. For the selection of turbine orientation, comparison between
similar setups of runner blade in vertical and horizontal orientation are observed to identify any
fluctuations in performance between the two setups. On the other hand, in selecting runner blade
angle, the design that is most suited for our enclosed GWVT is decided by identifying maximum
tangential force able to be harnessed as the blade are gradually twisted in clockwise direction from
25° to 120°.
Figure 10 shows force Z produced using different blade angles in horizontal and vertical positions.
Generally, the turbine orientation in both horizontal and vertical orientations produced very similar
results in terms of force produced. However, the results show slight variation in force produced when
using a 90° runner blade in which the vertical orientation was able to extract more force compared
to horizontal orientation. This vertical setup aligns the discharge side of the turbine with gravity
which is also the case of the conventional GWVT turbine. The basis of vortex relies on the concentric
flow from tangential entry of water which sees the velocity increases from low to high [39]. The
vortex speed is highest in the middle section of the vortex [21]. By aligning the discharge with gravity,
the turbine improves the discharge, thus producing better quality vortex which have contributed to
a slight increase of 7.7% in vertical orientation.
20
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10

Horizontal
Orientation
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Fig. 10. Force Z direction (tangential force) produced at different runner blade angle
in vertical position and horizontal position
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The maximum force produced was found below 16 N. It can be perceived that the highest force
Z produced is by utilising 90° runner blade. Specifically, 15.31 N of force Z was managed at vertical
orientation and 14.13 N at horizontal orientation. The minor difference in force Z produced gives
insight of the capability for the enclosed GWVT to operate in two possible orientations (vertically and
horizontally). The application of runner blade angles at 25° and 45° however are not feasible for
enclosed GWVT turbine. These runner blades were not able to capture the concentric swirl velocity
as they produced a very low force Z in average of 4.5N and 2.5N for 25° and 45° runner blade angles,
respectively. The contact between water flow and runner blade can be further studied from the cross
section of velocity contour as shown in Figure 11 by dissecting the turbine at the runner blade
portion.
We compared the turbine setup of minimum force Z (45° runner blade) and maximum force Z
(90° runner blade) produced. Based on Figure 11, it is apparent that the peak velocity produced is at
inlet penstock which is 4.125 m/s. However, drop in velocity took place as the jet flow comes into
contact with runner blade which is illustrated by the velocity contour on the backside of all 12 blades
(faces not in contact with inlet jet). As shown in Figure 11(a), the backside of runner blades is flowing
with velocity of 1.2 m/s to 1.5m/s which in contrast to Figure 11(b) where velocity flow after contact
with runner blades is around 0.6m/s to 0.9m/s. Based on that statement, we deduced that the 90°
runner blade angle was more befitting to be applied as the runner blade had channelled more energy
from the incoming jet flow and produced highest force Z of 15.31N at vertical turbine orientation and
14.13N at horizontal turbine orientation. The indication of successful energy transfer can be
visualised by observing the transition of swirl flow to axial flow.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Average velocity contour for a) runner blade of 45° angle and b)
runner blade of 90° angle at vertical orientation

The flow trajectory using runner blade of 45° angle also showed that more concentrated swirling
trajectories were still being produced after in contact with flow. Also, the swirl remains after the
runner blade is flowing at an average of 1.3 m/s, demonstrating available unextracted energy roughly
30% of peak jet flow velocity. Meanwhile, the flow trajectory after contact with 90° angle runner
blade showed more disrupted flow as it transitioned from swirl to axial flow at discharge point as
seen from Figure 12. Nonetheless, there are still visible remains of swirl from using 90° runner blade
at an average of 0.6 m/s. Perhaps an additional runner blade can be suited in the region of the
remaining swirl to fully extract the tangential force from the vortex swirl. The aid of visual
understanding of flow trajectory allows us to better understand the vortex condition within the
modified setup and is crucial for further development in future studies.
Other studies have also shown that using 90° rectangular runner blades are more suitable in a
GWVT setup with an average of 2% increment in efficiency compared to curved runner blades,
nonetheless using cross-flow runner blades was the most efficient (6% increment) [40].
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450 Runner Blade

900 Runner Blade

Remaining swirl
after contact with
runner blade

Discharge

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. Flow trajectory within enclosed GWVT when using
a) 45° runner blade and b) 90° runner blade viewed from
runner blade location to discharge

3.3 Production of Forces Using Runner Blade of 90° Angle at Different Blade Numbers
Table 3 shows the tangential force (Z-axis) produced using different blade numbers for runner
blade angled at 90° in vertical orientation. Different numbers of blade were used i.e., 8, 12, and 18.
By reducing the number of blades from 12 to 8, there was a drop in tangential force produced by
1.12 N (7.3% drop). As seen in Figure 13, using smaller amount of blade numbers creates more gap
between blades thus allowing more water to be in contact with it, but 8 blades are not sufficient
enough to capture the overall swirl produced by the incoming flow. By increasing the number of
blades from 12 to 18 there was also a drop in tangential force produced by 3.04 N (19.85% drop).
With too many numbers of blade, the gap between the blades is too small thus water cannot provide
sufficient contact to the blades as seen in Figure 13.
Table 3
Tangential force produced using different blade
numbers for 90° blade angle in vertical orientation
Force (N)
Force (Z-axis)

Blade Numbers
8
12
14.19 N
15.31 N

18
12.27 N

Based on these findings, 12 blades were the most suitable number for this type of turbine as it
can produce the highest overall force and tangential force between them. Using 12 blades produces
more effective gaps to harness flow without compromising surface area of contact. By maximising
the surface area of contact, more energy can be harnessed.
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Full contact from shaft to blade
runner tip

(a)

(b)

Half contact from middle of
blade runner to tip

(c)

Fig. 13. Velocity contour of a) 8 blades, b) 12 blades and c) 18 blades using
runner blade of 90° angle

A similar study but using conventional GWVT deduced that the number of runner blade found to
be optimum was 4, nonetheless the study had only compared between using 2 runner blades and 4
runner blades as the focused parameter was more on flow head [21].
In contrast to conventional conical GWVT, there are obvious potentials in using enclosed GWVT
instead of open GWVT (free surface flow) as the numerical simulation results show a comparable
tangential force able to be extracted. In terms of turbine orientation, vertical turbine setup had
always been the concept of application in conventional GWVT as reviewed by Timilsina et al., [41],
suggesting that majority of GWVT in her literature was GWVT in upright position with 54% average
efficiency. While the study from Zarate-Orrego et al., [35] operated a horizontal vortex chamber
while being fully submerged in water flow. However, our study points out the flexibility of
implementation using enclosed GWVT as it is able to operate in both vertical and horizontal
orientations without submergence.
4. Conclusion
Simulation of conical GWVT was designed and studied using SOLIDWORKS 2018 flow simulation,
aimed to harness force from the enclosed system as reaction turbine. The water flow rate was
constant at 0.01 m3/s and the turbine geometry specifications were fixed. Two different turbine
orientations were simulated e.g., vertical and horizontal at different runner blade angles i.e., 25°, 45°,
75°, 90°, and 120° and force were harnessed at tangential direction (Z-axis) using 12 blades. Optimum
force produced at the best orientation and blade angle was then further simulated using different
number of blades i.e., 8 and 18. The simulation results showed that it was possible to run and produce
the forces from modified GWVT turbine design in an enclosed system. It was also found that vertical
turbine orientation with 90° angled runner blade produced slightly higher force than horizontal
orientation at the same blade angle where the forces found were 15.31N and 14.12N respectively,
at tangential (Z-axis) direction. Nevertheless, both turbine orientations can still be recommended for
this turbine design as both turbines were able to produce force on runner blade without any major
drop in the force produced. Although the analysis was further simulated using different number of
blades at 8 and 18, the force produced at tangential forces (Z-axis) for vertical orientation were
14.19N and 12.27N which were lower than the force produced using 12 blades, hence 12 blades still
produced the optimum force (15.31N). The results are useful to calculate actual torque produced
prior to actual conical GWVT setup to minimise cost implication and construction issues. It is
recommended that in the future study, cavitation should be considered in the analysis as it also
affects the overall performance for better long-term life cycle.
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